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Abstract

Traditional ciphertext encryption scheme easily leaks in-
dividual data privacy information. Therefore, this paper
proposes a certificateless group authenticated key agree-
ment protocol based on dynamic binary tree. Group
authentication key negotiation protocol enables multiple
participants to establish a session key in an open chan-
nel. In order to provide key authentication and reduce
the cost, the binary tree is introduced into the group key
agreement. Due to certificateless mechanism, it simpli-
fies the complex certificate management problem in the
protocol based on certificate. And it also solves the key
escrow problem based on the identity. In addition, the
new protocol has made rigorously formalized proof and a
comparison of calculation horizontally. The results show
that the new protocol is safe and efficient.

Keywords: Certificateless; Dynamic Binary Tree; Group
Authentication Key Negotiation Protocol

1 Introduction

Recently, the oriented group applications such as software
video conference increase seriously with the popularity of
wireless networks. In the open network communication,
the most important consideration is messages safety, in-
tegrity and the certification of message source [17]. There-
fore, the demand to establish a safe and effective Au-
thenticated Group Key Agreement (AGKA) is increas-
ing too [6, 10]. In AGKA protocol [4, 5, 16, 18, 23, 24],
participants can establish a new session key for each
session. In this scheme, public information is partici-
pator’s public key. But the private key hosting prob-
lem has been plaguing this kind of protocol. Because it
needs KGC (Key Generation Center) to generate private
key, the controlled impersonator may initiate an attack
on KGC [1, 3, 9, 15]. The non-certificate AGKA proto-
col adopts the non-certificate Public Key Cryptography.

Therefore, it is not necessary to complete the PKI, and
also avoids the Key trust issue, which is a more efficient
ways of Key negotiation [20,26].

Therefore, many researchers proposed amounts of new
schemes to solve the above issue. Deng [7] proposed an ef-
fective PKC-based certificateless group authenticated key
agreement protocol, the certificateless mechanism of the
protocol simplified the complex certificate management
problem and key escrow problem in ID-based protocols.
The security of the scheme was proved and its compu-
tational cost was discussed. The result showed that the
new protocol was secure and effective. Zhang [27] stud-
ied authenticated AGKA in certificateless and identity-
based public key cryptosystems. They formalized the se-
curity model of certificateless authenticated asymmetric
group key agreement and realized a one-round certificate-
less authenticated asymmetric group key agreement pro-
tocol to resist active attacks in the real world. They also
investigated the relation between certificateless authen-
ticated AGKA and identity-based authenticated AGKA.
So a concrete conversion from certificateless authenticated
AGKA was proposed to session key escrow-free identity-
based authenticated AGKA. Yin [25] introduced the con-
cept of distributed Searchable asymmetric encryption,
which was useful for security and could enable search
operations on encrypted data. And many other newest
works by researchers [2, 11,14].

Therefore, this paper proposes a certificateless group
authenticated key agreement protocol based on dynamic
binary tree. In terms of security, the protocol can prove
safety in the random prediction model; For performance,
the new protocol requires only one round to complete au-
thentication and key negotiation; And for computation,
compared with state-of-the-art schemes, the calculation
of new protocols is also significantly reduced. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the preliminaries used in this paper. Section 3 outlines
the proposed scheme to analyze detailed processes. Ex-
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periments and security analysis are given in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Computational Difficulties and Re-
lated Hypotheses

Definition 1. Negligible function. For any c > 0, there
is a b1 satisfying b > b1, and function ε(b) ≤ 1

bc . Then
function ε(b0 is negligible function.

Definition 2. Diffie-Hellman problem. Given three ran-
domly numbers P ∈ Gp, aP , bP , Diffie-Hellman problem
indicates that computing abP is difficulty within polyno-
mial time (a, b ∈ Z∗p). The advantage of solving Diffie-
Hellman problem in polynomial time by adversary A can
be defined as:

AdvDiffie−HellmanA,Gp
= Pr[A(P, aP, bP ) = abP ]

Meanwhile, for any polynomial time, the advantage
meets AdvDiffie−HellmanA,Gp

< ε.

Definition 3. Bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem (BDH).
Assuming that Gp and Gm are two groups with p−order.
P is the generator of Gp. e : Gp×Gp → Gm is a bilinear
map. BDH problem indicates that computing e(P, P )abc

is difficulty with given (P, aP, bP, cP ). The advantage of
solving BDH problem in polynomial time by adversary A
can be defined as:

AdvBDHA,Gp,Gm
= Pr[A(P, aP, bP, cP ) = e(P, P )abc]

And for any polynomial time, the advantage meets
AdvBDHA,Gp,Gm

< ε.

Definition 4. Bilinear map. Supposing G0 and G1 are
two p−order multiplicative cyclic groups. g is a generator
of G0 and e is a bilinear map, namely e : G0 ×G0 → G1,
then for any i, j, k ∈ G0 and a, b ∈ Zp, the map e has the
following properties:

1) Bilinear: e(ia, jb) = e(i, j)ab.

2) Non-degenerative: e(g, g) 6= 1.

3) Polymerizability: e(i · j, k) = e(i, k)× e(j, k).

If the group operation is highly computable in G0 and the
map e : G0 × G0 → G1, then the group is called bilin-
ear. So map e is commutative: e(ga, gb) = e(g, g)ab =
e(gb, ga).

Definition 5. Round number of protocol. A communi-
cation protocol’s round number refers to the interaction
number between participants in a communication of the
protocol and other participants in the process, such as sin-
gle round protocol refers to participants need to interact
with other participants that can achieve protocol, the pro-
tocol is designed as the single wheel in this paper.

3 Security Model of Proposed
Protocol

For AGKA protocol, the basic security target is to imple-
ment Authenticated Key Exchange (AKE) and Mutual
Authentication (MA).They are defined as follows.

Definition 6. AKE security. If the participants in each
protocol can ensure that no other parties are able to ob-
tain the information relating to the session key except le-
gal participants, it is said that the protocol satisfies AKE
security requirement.

Definition 7. MA security. If the participants of each
protocol can ensure that only their partners can share the
session key, it is said that the protocol meets the MA se-
curity requirement.

Elkair [8] proposed a new and efficient key establish-
ment protocol in the asymmetric (public key) setting
that is based on MTI (Matsumoto, Takashima and Imai)-
two pass key agreement protocol which consisted of three
phases; The Transfer and Verification Phase, and The Key
Generation Phase. This protocol was strong against most
of potential attacks(Known-Key Security, Forward (Per-
fect) Secrecy, Key-Compromise Impersonation, Unknown
Key-Share Attack, Small Subgroup Attack, and Man-in-
the-Middle Attack) with low complexity (complexity is
4), which can be abbreviated as MTIT. In this protocol, if
x ∈ [1, p−1], then x̄ = (xmod2f/2)+2f/2. In here, f is the
bit of q. Generally, q is a prime number of 160 bit. And
x̄(xmod280) + 280. CA denotes the certificate of A, which
contains unique information string ofA (such as the name,
address), public key PA (PA = αamodp, a ∈ [1, q−1]), cer-
tificate center. The detailed negotiation processes are as
follows.

1) A selects secret information x ∈ [1, q − 1] and sends
RA = αxmodp, CA to B.

2) B selects secret information y ∈ [1, q − 1] and sends
RB = αymodp, CB to A.

3) A verifies RB , whether it satisfies 1 < RB < p and
(RB)q ≡ 1modp. If it fails, then A terminates the
protocol. Otherwise, A calculates SA = (x+ a+ R̄A
and sharing key K = (RB(PB)R̄B )sA . If K = 1, it
stops protocol.

4) B verifies RA, whether it satisfies 1 < RA < p and
(RA)q ≡ 1modp. If it fails, then B terminates the
protocol. Otherwise, B calculates SB = (y + b+ R̄B
and sharing key K = (RA(PA)R̄A)sB . If K = 1, it
stops protocol.

5) k = H(K) is the negotiation key of A and B.

The above protocol requires two rounds communication.
Under the situation of A knowing public key of B, it only
needs to send one message from A to B. This protocol is
suit for one online. One round communication is as:
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Figure 1: The composition of the proposed scheme

1) A selects secret information x ∈ [1, q − 1] and sends
RA = αxmodp, CA to B.

2) A computes sA = (x + aR̄A)modq and K =
(RB(PB)R̄B )sA . If K = 1, A stops protocol.

3) B verifies RA, whether it satisfies 1 < RA < p and
(RA)q ≡ 1modp. If it fails, then B terminates the
protocol. Otherwise, B calculates SB = (y + b+ R̄B
and sharing key K = (RA(PA)R̄A)sB . If K = 1, it
stops protocol.

4) k = H(K) is the negotiation key of A and B.

In fact, little modified in the above protocol, it can be
used for the trust of A for B. B uses temporary private
key and temporary public key respectively to replace long-
term private key and long-term public key to verify the
identity of A. So this paper gives a no authentication
protocol to simplify the above processes as follows.

1) A calculates SA = (x + xR̄A and sharing key K =
(RB(PB)R̄B )sA . If K = 1, A stops protocol.

2) B calculates SB = (y+ b+ R̄B and sharing key K =
(RA(PA)R̄A)sB . If K = 1, B stops protocol.

3) k = H(K) is the negotiation key of A and B.

Figure 1 shows the composition of the proposed scheme.
Then we detailed introduce the process.

3.1 Key Tree

Each leaf node is associated with a group of members,
the internal node is used to save the key intermediate re-
sults in the process of negotiation. In order to reduce the
amount of calculation and traffic, a member is specified
as a sponsor, which is responsible for the internal nodes
of temporary public key and broadcasts to the members.
Internal node does not correspond to the group members.
There is no identity information, therefore, it cannot pro-
vide key authentication for legal group member. In order
to solve the problem, group long-term public key (group

key certificate) associated with internal nodes is intro-
duced, the corresponding private key only is known for
legal group members [13,19,21].

Temporary private key αi of leaf node is randomly se-
lected by group member Mi. The temporary private key
of internal node is the result of two-side key negotiation
that can be certified by its children nodes. The temporary
private key of j− th node in i− th (N(i,j)) can be denoted
as k(i,j), the corresponding temporary public key is b(i,j).
Children nodes of node N(i,j) are denoted as Ni+1,l and
Ni+1,l+1 respectively and their corresponding private key
is yx1, yx2 and yx3. The m − th member generate the
temporary private key αm.

Each member needs to compute all the temporary pri-
vate key from its corresponding leaf nodes to root node.
Temporary public key of all the brother nodes should be
obtained. For example, the following is the process of
calculating root key k0,0. First, M1 generates temporary
private key α1(k2,0), and gets a temporary public key
bα2

(b2,1), bα3
(b2,1)) of M2 and M3, respectively. Long-

term public key is also obtained. So M1 can be calculated
by:

k1,0 =e(bα2 +H1(bα2 ||y2P )y2P, bα3

+H1(H1(bα2
||y3P )y3P )α1+H1 .

Therefore, the group key is calculated by using temporary
public key b1,1.

k0,0 =e(b1,1 +H1(b1,1 +H1b1,1||y2P )y2P,Q)α2+H2 .

3.2 Certified Two-Party Key Negotiation
Protocol

Assuming that the both negotiation sides are A and B.
In the initial stage, a certification center (CA) provides
certificate for them to binding the user’s identity with
the long-term key (public key). Certificate of user A is as
follows:

CertA = (IA||xP ||P ||Q||SCA(IA||xP ||P ||Q)).

Where IA denotes identity string of A. || is the string
of data items. SCA is the signature of CA. x ∈ Z∗q is
private key. P and Q are public used for pointing out
the elements for temporary public key. The executing
processes of protocol are as follows:

1) A→ B : aP ||CertA.

2) B → A : bP ||CertB .

3) kA = e(bP +H1(bP ||yP )yP,Q)a+H1(aP ||xP )x.

4) kB = e(aP +H1(aP ||xP )xP,Q)b+H1(bP ||yP )y.

5) kAB = e(P,Q)a+H1(aP ||xP )x)(b+H1(bP ||yP )y)

Suppose that S = aP ||bP |a, b ∈ Z∗q and p ∈ G1, then
H1 : S → Z∗q is a Hash function. x, xP and y, yP are
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the private and public key of A and B respectively. They
randomly select integer in a, b ∈ Z∗q as temporary private
key. Then it sends the corresponding temporary public
key aP , (bP ) and certificate to each other. Finally, A and
B can use the their long-term and temporary keys and
the other long-term public key and public key to calculate
the shared secret temporarily. The protocol provides key
independence and implicit key authentication.

3.3 Member Join Protocol

Suppose that there are n members M1,M2, · · · ,Mn in
group. New member Mn+1 broadcasts a join request mes-
sage including the temporary public key and certificate.
Sponsors Ms verifies certificate of Mn+1, if the verifica-
tion is correct, then after update key tree, it recalculates
all the changed key in key tree.

In order to reduce computing overhead, the new node
should be inserted to the nearest sub-node of the root
node. The process of join protocol is:

1) Mn+1 →M1, · · · ,Mn : αn+1P ||Cn+1.

2) All members update the key tree. The new node
is inserted into the leftmost node with the smallest
number of nodes. If the inserted point is a leaf node,
then the leaf node is the initiator Ms. Otherwise, the
leftmost leaf node in the subtree with the insertion
point is the initiator.

3) The initiator Ms updates its temporary private key
αs, then it calculates all the changed keys, and fi-
nally broadcasts the key tree B(n+1) containing all
the temporary public keys to the group.

Ms = M1, · · · ,Mn+1 : Bn+1||Cn||Eg(yG)||yGQ.

4) All members use the temporary public key of B(n+1)

to calculate the group key. Then it decrypts the yG,
so Mn+1 can get yG, while other members can verify
the correctness of the new group of key.

After the initiator updates the temporary private key, the
key of all the previous nodes is recomputed. Then it
broadcasts the corresponding temporary public key; Fi-
nally, all members can compute the new group key using
the temporary public key in their temporary private key,
which contains the collection of all temporary public keys.

3.4 Member Leave Protocol

Assuming the current group has n members, member
Md(d ≤ n) will leave the group. The Ms is the member
of nearest and leftmost node of Md parent node. Imple-
mentation process of leave protocol is as follows:

1) All members update the key tree and delete the nodes
corresponding to Md.

2) The initiator Ms generates the new temporary pri-
vate key αs and the new group long-term private key
y′G, calculates all the changed temporary keys, and
then encrypts the y′G with the new group key.

Ms →M1,M2, · · · ,Mn −Md : Bn−1||Eg(y′G).

3) Each member calculates the group key separately and
updates the group’s long-term key.

4 Security and Protocol Perfor-
mance Analysis

4.1 Security Analysis

New protocol’s security is based on the BDH assump-
tion. Under all the group members can execute protocol
correctly, it provides security properties with key inde-
pendence, perfect forward secrecy, implicit key authenti-
cation, and has the ability to resist attacks of middlemen.

When members join or leave group, new group key con-
tains a randomly generated new information. This en-
sures that the new key and other key are independent of
each other, it provides the key independent and perfect
forward secrecy. The implicit key authentication can be
divided into the following two types to analyze. For the
passive attack, an attacker can get information which is
limited to transmission message in the process of proto-
col. Through these information to get private information
and group public key of members is impossible. So it also
cannot get any group key. And active attacker can insert,
remove or modify the message of protocol. Due to in the
process of computing key, it needs to combine long-term
key closely with temporary key, and simply modify the
message. This cannot help an attacker to calculate any
key information for a long time. Although this does not
make legal group members eventually calculate the shared
secret key, an attacker cannot get any group of keys too.

The introduction of the group long-term private key
yG makes originally middle node not corresponding to
the group members and no identity information that has
the authentication method for other group members other
than the sponsor. Therefore, active attacker does not
know the yG, it only replaces the blind key of middle
nodes, this cannot lead to other group members’ calcula-
tion error.

Theorem 1. Proposed certificateless group authenticated
key agreement protocol can satisfy authenticated key ex-
change (AKE) security.

Proof. Supposing that the adversary A with the non-
negligible advantage AdvAKEAI (k) in polynomial time
breaks AKE security of the protocol, which means that
the adversary can win the game with non-negligible prob-
ability. Then we prove that if adversary can win the game,
then there is an algorithm AL which can help adversary
solve the BDH problem. Namely, given < P, aP, bP, cP >,
the adversary can obtain e(P )abc.
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Before starting the game, AL random selects <
P, aP, bP, cP > and sets P0 = aP as the public key
of PKG, a ∈R R∗p is unknown for adversary. AL
sends A system parameters pa = {Ep, Gp, Gm, e, P, P0 =
aP, g,H1, H2, H3, H4}. At the same time AL keeps the
following lists for quick response when the adversary ini-
tiates the query.

1) H list
1 holds array < IDi, Pi, Qi, xi, Di >.

2) H list
2 keeps array < Mij , Nij >.

3) keylist saves array < IDi, II
t
i , Qi, xi, Pi >.

The above lists are initially empty and only recorded as
the latest list values when the protocol is executed. Al-
gorithm AL simulates the following queries.

1) Query of H1. If A can query q1 times at most and
sends H1 < IDi, Pi > to AL, then AL executes the
following:

• If < IDi, Pi > had been in H list
1 , then AL re-

turns the computed Qi.

• If < IDi, Pi > = < IDA, PA >, then
QA = bP , the array will be updated as <
IDA, PA, QA, xA,⊥ >. QA is returned.

• If < IDi, Pi >=< IDB , PB >, then
QB = cP , the array will be updated as <
IDB , PB , QB , xB ,⊥ >. QB is returned.

• Otherwise, AL random selects ri ∈R R∗p and
stores the < IDi, Pi, Qi = riP, xi, Di = riaP >
in H list

1 . Then AL returns Qi = H1(IDi||Pi).

2) Query of H2. If A can query q2 times at most and
sends H2 < Mij > to AL, then AL executes the
following:

• If < Mij , Nij > had been in H list
2 , then AL

returns the computed H2(Mij) = Nij .

• Otherwise, AL random selects Nij ∈R R∗p and

stores the new < Mij , Nij > in H list
2 . Then AL

returns H2(Mij) = Nij .

3) Query of Keylist. If A sends query < IDi, II
t
i > to

AL. AL executes the following response:

• If < IDi, II
t
i > had been in Keylist, then AL

returns the Pi.

• Otherwise, AL random selects xi ∈R R∗p
and computes the < Pi = xiP and updates
the Keylist. Then AL updates H list

1 as <
IDi, Pi, Qi, xi,⊥ >.

Assuming that adversary executes the protocol and sends
the guess value to AL when i = A, j = B, then AL com-
putes hAB = H2(xA, PB) and gAB = e(hABDA, QB) =
e(DA, QB)hAB = e(aQA, QB)hAB = e(abP, cP )hAB =
e(P, P )abchAB . Therefore, for < P, aP, bP, cP >, BDH
is solved: e(P, P )abc = g−hAB

AB . This is impossible. So the
adversary cannot break the protocol.

Figure 2: Comparison of tome overhead

Table 1: Functionality comparisons with different meth-
ods

Scheme P B NT
DFH YES NO NO

TSKT-ORAM YES NO YES
MPE YES NO NO

Proposed YES YES YES

4.2 Communication Cost

To illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed protocol,
we conduct comparison experiments at the 64-bit Intel i5-
4200U processor with running speed 2.30GHz, the over-
head is a constant. Join protocol requires two rounds
of broadcasting, leave protocol only needs one round of
broadcasting. They are all O(log3n). Calculating one
encryption process needs about 23.16ms. In addition,
the certification takes about 19.84ms. Note that we omit
the computational overhead of hash operation and sym-
metric encryption operation. So they have a significantly
lower computational cost. DFH [22], TSKT-ORAM [28],
MPE [12] are compared with our proposed protocol.

Figure 2 shows the results of compared schemes. From
the curve, our scheme has a low computational overhead
and is not affected by other factors.

4.3 Comparative Study

In this subsection, Table 1 shows the functionality com-
parisons between our proposed scheme and related above
schemes about three aspects including Privacy protec-
tion (P ), Biometrics certification (B) and No timestamp
mechanism (NT ). Annotation. YES/NO: Support/Not
support.

Table 1 shows that in proposed scheme, we use dy-
namic binary tree as the key protection, not only can
improve the security of our scheme, but also can increase
the practicability of our scheme.

We also analyze the efficiency of the proposed scheme,
According to the required operations for computational
cost in different phases, Table 2 summarizes the computa-
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Table 2: Computational costs comparisons with different methods

Scheme DFH TSKT-ORAM MPE Proposed
P1 2h+ 2s 3h+ 2s 3h+ s h+ s
P2 3s+ 2r 2s+ 4r 3s+ 2r s+ r
P3 2s+ 4r 3r + 3s 2r + 2s r

Total 7s+ 2h+ 6r 7s+ 2h+ 7r 6s+ 3h+ 4r 2s+ h+ 2r

tional costs of our proposed scheme and related schemes in
all the authenticated key agreement protocol phase. An-
notation. P1: Certified two-party key negotiation proto-
col phase; P2: Member join protocol phase; P3: Member
leave protocol phase. h: Hash operation; s: symmetric
encryption; r: Round time of protocol.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a certificateless group authenticated key
agreement protocol based on dynamic binary tree is pro-
posed. The new scheme encrypts the data through dy-
namic binary tree, which guarantees the security of the
stored data, and associates the user key with a set of
attributes. Associating the sharing key with a set of at-
tribute discrimination criteria, the user can decrypt the
ciphertext only if the attribute discrimination condition
is satisfied avoiding the cost of distributing the sharing
key for each user. Finally, experiments for the proposed
scheme, the results show that our new scheme has very
low computational and communication overhead. In the
future work, we will carry out the proposed program, so as
to further improve the effectiveness of privacy protection.
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